1. Introduction {#sec0005}
===============

Adenocarcinoma is a type of cancerous tissue that forms in mucus-secreting glands throughout the body. For example, adenocarcinomas make up around 96% of colorectal cancers, and some cervical cancers (10%) are also adenocarcinomas \[[@bib0005], [@bib0010], [@bib0015], [@bib0020]\]. The depth of invasion for early stage adenocarcinoma is generally around 1 mm to 7 mm. For example, the stromal invasion depth for cervical adenocarcinoma was measured to be 5 mm or less from the base of the epithelium, with a horizontal spread of 7 mm or less by microscopy \[[@bib0025]\]. Currently, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is the best available imaging modality for detecting and surveilling these tumors, however, its resolution is limited, hindering imaging of small malignancies or abnormalities. Computed tomography (CT) and positron emission tomography (PET) are primary modalities for evaluating tumor metastasis, but are limited in their ability to locally stage malignancies \[[@bib0030]\]. Clearly, a non-invasive imaging technique is needed to provide high tumor contrast at reasonable microscale resolution and clinically relevant depths.

Photoacoustic imaging or tomography (PAI or PAT) is an emerging technique with the potential of providing functional information in biological tissues \[[@bib0035], [@bib0040], [@bib0045], [@bib0050], [@bib0055], [@bib0060], [@bib0065], [@bib0070], [@bib0075], [@bib0080]\]. Optical absorption, the main PAT contrast, is directly related to tumor angiogenesis and tumor hypoxia. Tumor angiogenesis and oxygen consumption are significant indicators for tumor growth, metastasis, and therapeutic response \[[@bib0085],[@bib0090]\]. By combining PAT with Ultrasound (US), a PAT/US dual-modality imaging system can simultaneously provide anatomical and functional information about tumors \[[@bib0095], [@bib0100], [@bib0105], [@bib0110]\].Optical fiber-based photoacoustic imaging probes have been designed for various applications by several research groups \[[@bib0115], [@bib0120], [@bib0125], [@bib0130], [@bib0135], [@bib0140], [@bib0145], [@bib0150], [@bib0155], [@bib0160], [@bib0165]\]. Linear ultrasound transducer array-based PAT probes with both a dark-field illumination scheme \[[@bib0145], [@bib0150], [@bib0155]\] and a bright-field scheme \[[@bib0160],[@bib0165]\] have also been investigated. However, the large sizes of the US array and the high loss in the light transmission of fiber bundles \[[@bib0140], [@bib0145], [@bib0150], [@bib0155], [@bib0160], [@bib0165]\] make them unsuitable for endo-cavity PAT/US imaging. Previously, our group had designed several optical fiber-based transvaginal PAT/US imaging probes for ovarian cancer diagnosis \[[@bib0170],[@bib0175]\]. In one early study, the probe consisted of 36 fibers, each with a 200 μm core diameter, paired with a custom-made high-power fiber-optic beam splitter assembly that was integrated with a commercial transvaginal ultrasound transducer and housed in a protective shield. However, the custom-made beam splitter was expensive and easily damaged at the splitter junction by the high energy involved. Later designs were modified to use four multi-mode optical fibers with 1 mm core diameters. To eliminate potential hotspots and homogenize the light output of the four fibers, the fibers were enclosed in a custom-designed sheath. The sheath was made of acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS), constructed with a 3D printer, and internally lined with an aluminized film with a reflection coefficient of 85%. The sheath gradually tapered towards the exit end of the probe to allow easy penetration into the body cavity and optimize light homogeneity. In this design, the 8--10 mm thick vagina muscle wall functioned as the light diffuser to homogenize the light beam before it reached the ovary. However, the light beam was not optimized for endo-cavity imaging of surface tumors, such as adenocarcinomas.

The commonly used lens components in fiber-optic microprobes include gradient-index (GRIN) lenses \[[@bib0180],[@bib0185]\], drum lenses \[[@bib0190]\], and fiber fused ball lenses \[[@bib0195],[@bib0200]\].

In this paper, we report the optimal design, implementation, and evaluation of an optical fiber-based transvaginal PAT/US imaging probe for endo-cavity imaging of adenocarcinomas. A ball-shaped lens is glued to each of four fiber tips to homogenize the light illumination on the tissue surface. The light delivery system consists of light coupling optics, a custom-made transducer sheath, and four 1 mm core multi-mode optical fibers with a ball-shaped lens glued on their tip. The endo-cavity illumination design was simulated for various numerical apertures (NA), refractive indexes, probe taper angles, and fiber distances from the tip of the probe, and was subsequently validated by experimental measurements.

2. Methods and materials {#sec0010}
========================

2.1. Experiment setup and imaging probe {#sec0015}
---------------------------------------

Shown in [Fig. 1](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"}(a), the co-registered PAT/US system consists of a Ti: sapphire (Symphotics TII, LS-2134, Symphotics, Camarillo, California) optically pumped with a Q-switched Nd:YAG laser (Symphotics TII, LS-2122) to deliver pulsed laser light (10 ns pulse duration, 15 Hz pulse repetition rate, 20 mJ/pulse at 750 nm wavelength). Four fibers receive light from the laser through an optimized illumination system \[[@bib0205]\]. A commercial US system (EC-12R, Alpinion Medical System, Republic of Korea) is used to acquire the corresponding US and PAT data.Fig. 1(a) Light delivery path of PAT/US system. (b) Zoomed-in view of the imaging probe illustrating co-registered PAT/US transducer with cover sheath and transducer inside sheath. (c) Transducer face with four ball-shaped fiber tips (red color). Insert is the enlarged optical fiber with ball-shaped fiber tip.Fig. 1

To deliver light to the imaged tissue, the imaging probe was constructed based on the optimal parameters obtained from the simulation. Four 1 mm core multi-mode optical fibers (FP1000ERT, 0.50 NA, THORLABS, n = 1.4 in the 700--800 nm wavelength range) were housed in four corresponding slots on the inner surface of the sheath and sandwiched between the sheath and a 128-channel curved trans-vaginal US transducer (central frequency: 6 MHz, 80% bandwidth). A custom-designed 3D printed sheath, shown in [Fig. 1](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"}(b), was made of photopolymer (RGD525). The inner surface of the sheath and the outer surface of the ultrasound transducer were covered with an aluminized film having a reflection coefficient of 85% at 750 nm wavelength.

Four ball lenses (1.5-mm-diameter, n = 1.517, Edmund Optics, N-BK7) were individually glued (Norland Optical Adhesives, Edmund Optics) to the ends of 1 mm core multi-mode optical fibers, as shown in [Fig. 1](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"}(c).

2.2. Optimization of imaging probe design {#sec0020}
-----------------------------------------

Our co-registered US and photoacoustic probe design was optimized to refine its shape and to achieve uniform light homogeneity on the tissue surface, high fluence levels, however, below the ANSI safety limit (∼25 $\text{m}\text{J}/{\text{c}\text{m}}^{2}$ in the 700--800 nm wavelength range) \[[@bib0210]\], and acceptable power output efficiency. Two sets of simulations were performed as described below.

Using a 3D model in Zemax software, the first set of simulations was performed by measuring the subsurface fluence distribution of the four fibers with and without ball-shaped lenses on the fiber tips. The model of the imaging probe, shown in [Fig. 2](#fig0010){ref-type="fig"}, consisted of two concentric hollow cylinders with diameters of 20 mm and 25 mm, which represented the transvaginal US transducer and the probe sheath, respectively. For the inner cylinder, the front face was a convex curvilinear shape with a rectangular cross-section, representing a typical transvaginal or transrectal transducer front face. The light tunnel formed between the inner surface of the outer cylinder and the outer surface of the inner cylinder was assigned a reflection coefficient of 85% at 750 nm, which is the reflection coefficient of typical aluminized film. The power output efficiency is defined as the ratio of the total energy output from the probe to the total energy exiting the four fibers.Fig. 2Model of the imaging probe employed in the simulation, with all design parameters shown. L, fiber displacement; D, sheath diameter; and $\text{θ}$, sheath taper angle. The detector plane is used in Zemax simulation to observe the light fluence.Fig. 2

A ball-shaped lens on the fiber tip increases fiber's effective NA. The original fiber's NA was 0.5 without a ball lens, and the ball lens of radius 0.75 mm at the fiber tip increased the NA up to 1.2.

The ball-shaped lens also improved the light fluence, this is due to light refocusing at a short distance in front of the ball lens. The position of the focal point for ball-shaped fibers was calculated using paraxial theory \[[@bib0215], [@bib0220], [@bib0225]\]: F = R~ball~\*n~medium~/(n~ball~-n~medium~) = 5.33 mm, where F is the distance of the distal focal point from the surface of the tip (radius of ball tips, R~ball~ = 0.75 mm; refractive index, n~ball~ = 1.517) in the medium (refractive index, n~medium~ = 1.33). The position of the focal point is related to the radius of the sphere, the refractive index of the medium, and the refractive index of the ball lens.

Several parameters of the imaging probe were investigated in order to obtain light illumination homogeneity and acceptable fluence levels, while at the same time yielding higher power output efficiencies. These parameters, some of which are shown in [Fig. 2](#fig0010){ref-type="fig"} include 1) the ball lens refractive index (n); 2) fiber numerical aperture (NA); 3) fiber displacement from the probe tip (L); and 4) sheath taper angle (θ).

The divergence angle of the light exiting the fiber depends on the fiber's NA, which was simulated in Zemax by adjusting the divergence of the light source corresponding to the fiber NA that would give the same divergence. Six different NA, with values of 0.5, 0.7, 0.9, 1.0, 1.1, and 1.2 were simulated.

The focus distance of a ball lens depends on ball lens's diameter, refractive index and the medium refractive index. The converging waist and the diverging angle of the ball lens depend on the ratio between the ball lens diameter and the fiber's diameter \[[@bib0215], [@bib0220], [@bib0225]\]. The original fiber's NA, refractive index, and diameter were 0.5, 1.4, and 1.0 mm respectively. The ball lens's refractive index was simulated in Zemax by adjusting the material of the lens while keeping the lens diameter fixed at 1.5 mm. Six different refractive indexes, of 1.45, 1.51, 1.6, 1.68, 1.77, and 1.87 were simulated.

The fiber displacement (L) was also varied in Zemax: displacements of 2.5, 5, 7.5 and 10 mm from the probe tip were simulated. For each displacement, the fluence and power output efficiency at the imaging plane were simulated for all the NA values and compared. The simulation results were obtained with the sheath diameter fixed at 25 mm and the sheath taper angle at 0°. The sheath taper angle ($\text{θ}$) was variously set at 0°, 4°, 7°, 11°, 12°, 12.5°, 14°, 17°, 21°, and 24°. These angles were simulated by fixing the taper height (H) at 8 mm and changing D1 from 9 to 12.5 mm, and were simply calculated from the inverse tangent of the ratio (D-D1)/H ([Fig. 2](#fig0010){ref-type="fig"}). The simulation results were obtained with a beam divergence corresponding to a fiber NA of 1.2 and a displacement of 2.5 mm.

In the second set of simulations, to simulate a muscle wall, the probe was submerged inside a 100 mm deep volume of medium with a reduced scattering coefficient ($\text{μ}_{\text{s}}^{\text{'}}$) of 4 ${\text{c}\text{m}}^{- 1}$ and absorption coefficient ($\text{μ}_{\text{a}}$) of 0.02 ${\text{c}\text{m}}^{- 1}$. The resulting fluences at twelve different depths from 2.5 mm to 30 mm with 2.5 mm interval were compared. Please note that the depths are defined as the distance from the probe base to the detector plane as shown in [Fig. 2](#fig0010){ref-type="fig"}.

2.3. Performance evaluation {#sec0025}
---------------------------

In order to validate the system performance \[[@bib0230]\], we conducted five sets of experiments using the setup shown in [Fig. 3](#fig0015){ref-type="fig"}.Fig. 3The experiment setup for measuring the PAT signal from a black thread inside calibrated intralipid solution and recording the light fluence profile. The US system is shown on the left and the detection camera is underneath the intralipid solution with a film to hold the intralipid. The same set-up is also used for measuring PAT signals with the black thread imbedded inside the chicken breast tissue (not show).Fig. 3

In the first experiment, we evaluated the light delivery efficiency using fibers with ball tips. The performance of the PAT probe with the original fiber tips and ball-shaped fiber tips was compared by measuring the PAT signals coming from a 400 $\mu\text{m}$ diameter black thread parallel to the imaging plane submerged in a water tank filled with calibrated intralipid solution (Fresenius Kabi, USA). We measured signals at 12 different depths, from 2.5 to 30 mm, at 2.5 mm intervals and 780 nm. The intralipid solution had a reduced scattering coefficient ($\text{μ}_{\text{s}}^{\text{'}}$) of 4 ${\text{c}\text{m}}^{- 1}$ and an absorption coefficient ($\text{μ}_{\text{a}}$) of 0.02 ${\text{c}\text{m}}^{- 1}$.

Next, we evaluated the fluence homogeneity using the ball-shaped fiber tips. We captured the laser fluence distributions at 780 nm at four different depths of calibrated intralipid solution (5, 10, 15, 20 mm), using a 12 bit CCD camera (Basler ace, 30 fps, dynamic range 57 dB), and compared the results with those for the original fiber tips.

Subsequently, we buried sets of 400 $\text{μ}\text{m}$ black threads parallel to the imaging plane inside chicken breast tissue at five different depths, from 5 to 15 mm at 2.5 mm intervals, and imaged them at 780 nm. For each measurement, after coupling gel was applied, the probe was placed in contact with the chicken breast surface. The performance of the PAT probe with the original fiber tips and ball-shaped fiber tips was compared by measuring the PAT signal strengths from the black threads at each depth.

Next, a freshly resected colorectal cancer tissue sample was imaged immediately, after surgical excision from a patient at Washington University School of Medicine. The performance of the PAT probe with the original and ball-shaped fiber tips was compared by measuring the PAT signals at 780 nm, which came from tumor absorption inside the colon sample.

Finally, a palmar vein proximal to the human wrist at a depth of around 1--3 mm and parallel to the imaging plane was imaged in a healthy volunteer. The performance of the PAT probe with the original and ball-shaped fiber tips was compared again by measuring the PAT signals from blood absorption at 780 nm.

3. Results {#sec0030}
==========

3.1. Simulation results {#sec0035}
-----------------------

Four parameters were sequentially simulated and optimized to test the performance of the endo-cavity illumination design: the fiber's effective NA, the refractive index of the ball lens, the sheath taper angle, and the fiber displacement.

**Fiber NA**: The effects of using fibers with different NAs on the light fluence are shown in [Fig. 4](#fig0020){ref-type="fig"}(a). As the NA increases, the maximum fluence and power output efficiency decrease, as shown in [Fig. 4](#fig0020){ref-type="fig"}(b). However, increasing the divergence of the light exiting the fiber in turn increases the reflection of photons, resulting in a more diffuse and homogenized beam. For ball-shaped fiber tip, 5 different radii of 0.6, 0.65, 0.75, 0.85, 0.95 mm were investigated. The 2D fluence profile and the corresponding 1D profile taken along the horizontal direction were recorded at the detection plane at 7 mm away from the ball-shaped fiber tip. The full width at half maximum (FWHM) after Gaussian fitting of the corresponding 1D profile was used to calculate the ball-shaped fiber tip's NA. Based on the simulation, we selected an NA of 1.2 for the following ball tip design. Calculations showed that a 0.75 mm radius ball tip optimally increased the 1.0 mm diameter fiber's effective NA, from 0.5 to 1.2 as shown in [Fig. 5](#fig0025){ref-type="fig"}.Fig. 4(a) Simulated fluence profile corresponding to different fiber NA values. The dashed rectangle represents the cross section of the transducer front surface. (b) The laser fluence and power output efficiency corresponding to fiber NAs of 0.5, 0.7, 0.9, 1.0, 1.1, and 1.2.Fig. 4Fig. 5The relationship between the radius of ball lens and effective NA.Fig. 5

**Ball lens refractive index (n):** The effects of using ball lenses with different refractive indexes on the light fluence are shown in [Fig. 6](#fig0030){ref-type="fig"}. As the refractive index increases, the light fluence decreases, a consequence of the fiber's refractive index of 1.4. As ball lens' refractive index increases, the mismatch of refractive index between the original fiber and ball lens results in more back scattered light. Based on the simulation, we determined to use n = 1.45--1.52 to be the refractive index range with the highest fluence.Fig. 6The laser fluence corresponding to ball lens refractive index of 1.45, 1.51, 1.6, 1.68, 1.77, and 1.87.Fig. 6

**Fiber displacement from probe base (L) and sheath taper angle (θ)**: For all simulation results, the optimized sheath diameter was fixed at 25 mm, a tolerable size for patients. The effects of using different NA, and displacements on the light fluence and power output efficiency are shown in [Fig. 7](#fig0035){ref-type="fig"}(a--e). At each of the displacement, as the NA increases, both the power output efficiency and fluence decrease. For NA = 1.2, we chose to use displacement of 2.5 mm to achieve the highest fluence and output power efficiency, as shown in [Fig. 7](#fig0035){ref-type="fig"}(a). For patient comfort, we do not use displacement less than 2.5 mm. If the fiber tip is too close to the probe base, it can scratch tissue and also create potential hotspots. [Fig. 7](#fig0035){ref-type="fig"}(a--e) also show that, compared with a fiber with the same NA, the ball lens provides higher fluence and output power efficiency because of its refocusing properties.Fig. 7The laser fluence and power output efficiency for NAs of 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0, and 1.2 and four displacements from the probe base: (a) 2.5 mm, (b) 5 mm, (c) 7.5 mm, (d) 10 mm. (e) The laser fluence and power output efficiency for displacements of 2.5, 5, 7.5, 10 while NA is fixed at 1.2. For all figures, D = 25 mm and the taper angle = 0°.Fig. 7

The effects of taper angle on the probe performance are shown in [Fig. 8](#fig0040){ref-type="fig"}. As the taper increases, the power output efficiency decreases, mainly because the light is increasingly back reflected and scattered. However, for both a ball lens and a fiber with the same NA, the peak fluence increases and then decreases, with a peak value around 12.5°. Note that the fluence output as a function of the probe taper angle is directly affected by the portions of forward and reflected photons. When the taper angles are small, most of the photons are propagating forward through the light tunnel created between the ultrasound probe and the sheath. However, after certain angle, significant portion of photons have reflected back which causes decrease of fluence. Based on simulations, we selected a taper angle of 12.5° to obtain the highest light fluence and acceptable efficiency. Calculations showed that the ball lens could improve the fluence and power output efficiency by 6.46% and 3.14% respectively.Fig. 8The fluence and power output efficiency are shown for taper angles of 0°, 4°, 7°, 11°, 12°, 12.5°, 14°, 17°, 21°, 24°. L = 2.5 mm, D = 25 mm, NA = 1.2.Fig. 8

**Second set of simulations:** In a second set of the simulations, we examined the relationship between the distance of the optical detection plane from the fiber tips and the central area light fluence at the detection plane. [Fig. 9](#fig0045){ref-type="fig"} shows the results for an original fiber tip (NA = 0.5, displacement = 5 mm) and a 0.75 mm radius ball-shaped fiber tip (NA = 1.2, displacement = 2.5 mm). At less than 13 mm distance, the central fluence from the ball tip is much higher than that from the original fiber tip, indicating an increased NA and improved light homogeneity. For distances greater than 13 mm, the fluence at the central imaging area underneath the probe of the original fiber setup is higher than with the ball-shaped fiber setup. With the original fiber, the light beam is homogenized by penetrating through the scattering medium, and the lower NA can decrease light scattering events. However, since more photons are scattered when the distance between the fibers and the detection plane increases, the fluence in the central area decreases for both the ball tip setup and the original fiber setup.Fig. 9Simulated fluence in the central imaging area with the original fiber tip and 0.75 mm radius ball-shaped fiber tip, corresponding to detection plane depths from 2.5 to 30 mm, at 2.5 mm intervals.Fig. 9

3.2. Experimental results {#sec0040}
-------------------------

[Fig. 10](#fig0050){ref-type="fig"} shows the PAT signals measured from a 400 $\mu\text{m}$ diameter black thread parallel to the imaging plane at 12 different depths inside a water tank filled with calibrated intralipid solution. The average peak value of 20 consecutive central beamline envelopes within the region of interest (ROI) was calculated for each distance. For imaging depths shallower than 15 mm, PAT signals from the ball tips are higher than those from the original fiber tips. At depths deeper than 15 mm, the PAT signals from the original fiber tips are higher since the beam is homogenized and the lower NA limits the divergence of the beam and delivers higher fluence. However, as the depth increases, the PAT signals from both tips drops, which is consistent with the previous simulation.Fig. 10The experimental laser output power on a 400 $\mu\text{m}$ black thread inside calibrated intralipid solution with the original fiber tip and a 0.75 mm radius ball-shaped fiber tip. Different depths between the fiber tip and the black thread are shown, from 2.5 to 30 mm, at 2.5 mm intervals.Fig. 10

The fluence delivered by the probe after light propagation through 5--20 mm thicknesses of intralipid solution are shown in [Fig. 11](#fig0055){ref-type="fig"}(a). As the thickness increases, the light fluence distribution from ball tips becomes more uniform than that from the original fiber tip setup, especially up to a thickness of 10 mm. In order to quantitatively evaluate uniformity, we use a merging factor (M = $\frac{\text{M}\text{a}\text{x}\text{F}\text{l}\text{u}\text{e}\text{n}\text{c}\text{e} - \text{C}\text{e}\text{n}\text{t}\text{e}\text{r}\text{F}\text{l}\text{u}\text{e}\text{n}\text{c}\text{e}}{\text{M}\text{a}\text{x}\text{F}\text{l}\text{u}\text{e}\text{n}\text{c}\text{e}}$) \[[@bib0170]\] as shown in [Fig. 11](#fig0055){ref-type="fig"}(b). Compared with the original fiber setup, the ball tips' merging factor is lower for each depth; that is, the beams merge faster and the light fluence distribution becomes more uniform in the photoacoustic imaging. Uniform light illumination over the imaged area is important to obtain an accurate representation of the light absorption map.Fig. 11Experimental light fluence profiles through calibrated intralipid solution corresponding to different distances. (a) The fluence profile pattern through intralipid solution and (b) the corresponding 1D profile taken along the middle intersection in the horizontal direction at thickness of 5, 10, 15, and 20 mm, and (c) calculated merging factor versus depth.Fig. 11

The PAT signals coming from a set of 400 $\text{μ}\text{m}$ diameter black threads parallel to the imaging plane and buried inside chicken breast tissue at five different depths are shown in [Fig. 12](#fig0060){ref-type="fig"}. The average peak value of 20 consecutive central beamline envelopes within ROI was calculated for each distance. At depths shallower than 11 mm, the PAT signals from the ball tips are higher than from the original fiber tips, and at deeper imaging depths, the PAT signals from the original fiber tips are higher. Also, with the increasing depth, the PAT signals in both cases drop, similar to the previous simulation and measurements with the black thread inside intralipid solution. This behavior implies that within an imaging depth of 10 mm, the PAT probe with ball-shaped fiber tips can achieve a higher light delivery efficiency in the central imaging area underneath the probe.Fig. 12The experimental laser output power on a set of five 400 $\text{μ}\text{m}$ diameter black threads buried inside chicken breast tissue at depths of 5, 7.5, 10, 12.5 and 15 mm.Fig. 12

PAT signals from fresh human colorectal cancer tissue, parallel to the imaging plane at around 3 mm depth, were shown in [Fig. 13](#fig0065){ref-type="fig"}. We note here that this study was approved by Institutional Review Committee and the patient signed an informed consent document. The average peak value of 30 consecutive central beamline envelopes within the ROI was calculated. The PAT signals from the ball-shaped fiber design are higher than the original fiber setup within this depth range. Hence the PAT probe with a ball-shaped fiber tip has a better light delivery efficiency in the central imaging area underneath the probe and transducer, maximizing the sensitivity of the design.Fig. 13Color photograph of fresh human colon cancer tissue: (a) the dashed square box outlines the lesion region and the white arrow indicates the direction along which several B-scans were recorded. (b) *Ex-vivo* photoacoustic imaging of human colorectal cancer with the original fiber tip and (c) the ball-shaped fiber tip. (d) Corresponding PAT signals from the same ROI (white dashed line).Fig. 13

PAT signals coming from a palmar vein proximal to a human wrist, parallel to the imaging plane at around 1--3 mm depth, are shown in [Fig. 14](#fig0070){ref-type="fig"}. The average peak value of 20 consecutive central beamline envelopes within the ROI was calculated. The PAT signals from the ball tip design are higher than from the original fiber setup within this depth range, which is consistent with the results of the human colon cancer sample.Fig. 14*In-vivo* photoacoustic imaging of one palmar vein proximal to the human wrist with (a) the original fiber tip and (b) the ball-shaped fiber tip. (c) Corresponding PAT signals from the same ROI (white dashed line).Fig. 14

4. Discussion and summary {#sec0045}
=========================

This study is evaluating three major parameters: fluence homogeneity and level on tissue surface, and power output efficiency. For lesions on the surface, the fluence homogeneity is a critical parameter to make sure the illumination pattern is uniform with no hot spots. Based on [Fig. 4](#fig0020){ref-type="fig"}, we choose NA = 1.2. We then consider trade-off between fluence level, power output efficiency and other probe design parameters. For example, we found other optimal parameters such as refractive index n = 1.45--1.52 provided the highest fluence, 2.5 mm displacement provided the highest fluence and output power efficiency. For the taper angle, we choose 12.5° for the highest fluence and relatively high power output efficiency because in this condition, fluence and power output efficiency cannot achieve the highest performance simultaneously.

The proposed ball-shaped fiber tip design increases the fiber's NA, improving light homogeneity and increasing the light delivery fluence on the central imaging area, although there is a decrease in the maximum light fluence on the entire area. Nevertheless, the increased light homogeneity provides acceptable fluence within the ROI under the MPE for patient safety.

In future studies, fabricating the ball-shaped fiber tip directly from the original fiber end, instead of gluing the ball lens to the fiber ends, can yield a more Gaussian laser beam distribution. Moreover, customized micro fiber diffusers \[[@bib0235]\] can be explored.

The proposed co-registered photoacoustic and ultrasound probe with ball-shaped fiber tips for optimal light delivery has many clinical applications, especially for cancer diagnosis, staging and treatment assessment of surface tumors of internal organs. For example, colorectal cancers start from neoplastic growth from the inner surface of the colon and can penetrate to deeper layers of the colon at late stages. Cervical cancers arise from the cervix and can grow from the surface of the cervix into deeper tissues of the cervix. The cancer may also be growing into the body of the uterus. Accurate diagnosis and staging on cancer invasive depth and repeated assessment of cancer treatment response of these surface cancers are current challenges and research opportunities. The utility of the proposed co-registered photoacoustic and ultrasound probe in these applications will be further explored in the near future.

In summary, we have demonstrated a hand-held endo-cavity photoacoustic/ultrasound probe using ball-shaped fiber tips for noninvasive imaging of human adenocarcinoma. The improved light homogeneity and increased fluence on the central imaged area make the designed probe suitable for *in vivo* noninvasive subsurface tissue imaging.
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